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In this week’s mailer we take a look at Glovo’s announcement to leave Egypt and what this
says about the Kenyan and Nigerian market. We also take a closer look at Ugandan
eHealth start-up Stre@mline, Antler VCs latest round of investment, and who has
funded Veezeta’s planned expansion into Nigeria and Kenya.

Hello, 
 

Glovo, the Spanish on-demand food-delivery platform, announced they are pulling
out of Egypt, along with three other markets to focus on what it describes as a push
for profitability.

 

Back in the early days of 2020 we took a look at Glovo’s most recent raise as they
continued their expansion into new African markets. Raising $166m in a Series E round led
by Abu Dhabi’s state investment company, Mubadala, Glovo announced that funding would
go towards driving further growth into new markets.

The challenge for on-demand food-delivery services generally is that striking a balance
between convenient service, and burning through cash, is something of an art-form. Glovo
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co-founder, Sacha Michaud, has been quite open about this in the past; at a TechCrunch

event in November 2019 Michaud said that Glovo is profitable on a per unit economic
basis in “some countries”.

For many tracking Glovo’s performance, this news might not come as a surprise as they
initially withdrew from Egypt back in April 2019, before announcing their return shortly
afterwards. What is interesting is that his news coincided with the DataReportal releasing
their latest Mobile and Internet usage report.
 

 

Chart source: Baobab Insights Data source: DataReportal 

We took a look at the numbers, and while eCommerce penetration in general is showing
healthy year on year growth, their research indicates that perhaps Nigeria and Kenya, are
at an earlier stage of market maturity both in terms of spending power and service
adoption than the global average.

With Glovo continuing operations in Kenya, Nigeria and Côte D’Ivoire, and the likes of
Gokada announcing this week their decision to move into the food delivery space after
ceasing it's ride-hailing operations, perhaps we are beginning to see the furious
competition between the tech incumbents cause some of the alternative players to re-
evaluate their growth strategy? We will be watching closely for further developments.

Story Source: MENABytes

News
 

Google discontinues free Wi-Fi service

Google announced this week their plan to discontinue Google Station, an initiative that
provided free public Wi-Fi across India and was subsequently rolled out across parts of
Nigeria and South Africa in 2018 and 2019 respectively.
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Google cited difficulties with monetising the programme, which they initially explored
through advertising. However, with falling connectivity costs, and local service issues (such

as regulatory issues in February 2019 in Nigeria) the programme was deemed no-longer
economically viable.

Source: Technext

Antler announces latest investments
 

Back in January we reported that early stage VC Firm, Antler closed a USD $50m round to
both grow their portfolio and launch new programmes across their current markets of
operation.

This week the Kenya team announced investment into 4 start-ups from their most recent
Nairobi programme; Anyi Health, a point-of-need credit facility for primary healthcare in
Nigeria, AIfluence, a Kenyan AI-powered influencer marketing platform, ChapChap Go a
Kenyan logistics solution for delivery of FMCG goods and DigiDuka a Kenyan FinTech that
provides merchant services to micro-SMEs.

Source: Venture Burn

Deals
 

ThankUCash, a Nigerian FinTech offering loyalty and rewards programmes closed a

USD $150,000 round.

Injini announced investment into 6 start-ups as part of their next EdTech programme

cohort; Ambani Africa, Lumen Labs, Roundafire, Smartix Education, 1 Million

Teachers and Mosabi all secured USD $6,500, with an opportunity to raise a further

USD $66,500 at the conclusion of the programme

Tunisian ride-hailing solution IntiGo raised USD $300,000 Angel Investment as it

plans to move into the food-delivery space.

Chart of the week
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Vezeeta, a late-stage Egyptian healthcare start-up, announced this week that they have
closed a USD $40 million series D round led by Gulf Capital, which was followed by Saudi
Technology Ventures.

Their solution enables patients to book appointments with doctors across the MENA
region. Earlier this year the team at Vezeeta announced their relocation to Dubai along
with a number of key strategic hires as they look at further expansion into Kenya and

Nigeria.

Source: Baobab Insights

Start-up spotlight 
 

This week we look at Stre@mline Health a Ugandan start-up changing the way that
hospitals in East Africa manage their patient data. Their platform supports clinicians along
the entire patient journey, including; triage, consultation management, healthcare record
management, prescription management and insurance claims.

Launched in April 2010, Stre@mline Health has already been rolled out in 12 Hospitals in
Uganda, helping to support 600 practitioners deliver healthcare services to over 100,000
registered patients. A very impactful company doing great things - one to watch! 

Source: Stre@mline

Know a company building something cool?
Nominate them for our weekly spotlight at team@baobabinsights.com. 
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Get in touch
Want to learn more about our content or send us feedback? Email us on

team@baobabinsights.com. 
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Data in this newsletter comes from Baobab Insights. Join Cellulant, Sanofi,
Standard Chartered, Engie, Johnson & Johnson and tonnes of other
clients to get access to Africa’s best technology and VC data.
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